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I noticed that with the new website login to a few messed up. Example: Get an email from instructables, click on something interesting - I didn't log in. Click on the favorite icon - sends me to the login page where I log in, which then redirects me to the first page rather than the page I was
favored. Hit back twice to go back to the page I was browsing, expecting the infomration input to be cached now, but when I hit my favorite link, I redirected again to the login page and then back to the first page. Frustrated now, do a search from the homepage and try to find the page I was
looking at so that I can finally mark it as a favorite. ----Wor as another data point, I don't think the new website layout is an improvement. Too much white space in many places. As a teacher, I have always had a passion for creating and sharing project creators and technical resources that
help make day-to-day classroom things better. I also love using Google Educational Tools! Google is doing an amazing job of creating tools that simplify our lives in and out of class and Google Forms is a great example. If you haven't used uniforms in class, don't worry! Forms is a tool that
allows you to digitally collect and store all kinds of classroom data, and it's really convenient. I made it Instructable to share some of my favorite ways to use Google Forms in class and provide you with some resources that I created to help start your creation and use of forms in the
classroom. Feel free to make a copy and then edit all the templates that I have included to fit your classroom needs, and if you have any fun or unique ways that you use Google Forms, please share them in the comments so we can keep the ideas flowing. :)Tech, Rate, Repeat... It's a cool
cycle that we often find ourselves in when we're guided into this data-driven learning world. So let's take this one out of the way! Google Forms is a great tool for evaluating students. It is easy to create forms to evaluate standards in almost every subject and quiz function with autoclassification is a teacher time saver. I like to create quick checks and exit tickets for maths that provide formative data to help me scaffold and support students through the concepts we cover. Here's an example of Math Exit Ticket.Back to School Registration and Open House events
where we collect all that important information from parents/students and a great opportunity to use Google Forms to simplify the process and save time. Creating a Back to School form is easy, and the same form can be used from a year with minimal settings as needed to obtain different
information. Once you create your parent/student information form, you can set up a computer station for parents to fill it out as they stop by your room during your check-in or open day meet teacher events. You can share it with your parents via email or class newsletter. Bonus: Having
parents fill out a form digitally, all the important information you collect can fill in a Google sheet that is stored and available via Google Drive from anywhere you are. It also saves you time by not copying paper information into a digital document. Here's a great example that you can use or
modify in the way you need it: Back to school FormWhen I started teaching, I created Word Doc for parent conferences, and I wanted to print copies of it for each parent meeting so I could keep recording information about parents, date/meeting times, conference notes, and any action plan
or goals that we set. After the parenting conference, I would add a form to the Parent Conference tab section of my excellent teacher binder for quick links when needed. If any of this sounds familiar, you need Google Forms in your life! Save some trees and use this Parent Conference
Notes magazine! Feel free to copy and make it your own. :)Student surveys will vary greatly depending on the level of the class (s) and the subjects you teach, but they can be created and given to students at almost every level of the class. If you've never given a survey to your students,
now is a great time to start and Google Forms is the perfect survey creation tool to use. Need student survey ideas? Here's an example of student interest survey and here are a few cool ideas for inspiration: Mathematics Data- Collecting student data for use in math charts/graphs. For
example, interview your students to find out their favorite breakfast cereals or candy, and then use that data for students on the chart. Student Interest Surveys - At the beginning of the year, I would give interest surveys to help me learn more about my new group of students. When I taught
high school students, I asked general questions (i.e. how many siblings you have?, what hobbies do you have?) and a lot of favorite questions (i.e., what is your favorite book?, movie?, video game?, sports/sports team?, Taste of Ice Cream? etc.). When I taught 6th grade STEM, I asked
students questions that were more focused on their interests in different STEM subjects and how comfortable they were with different tools. I also asked them what they were most excited to learn in STEM this year, which really helped inform some of my planning lessons. Then, at the end
of the year, I gave a STEM exit survey with some of the same questions so I could compare the data and see how their ideas and opinions changed over the course of the year. If you plan to use a lot of rubrics Students then reviews/ranking activities are a terrific way to teach students how
rubrics function and why they are important. After group projects and/or student presentations, students can use the Google form you create using scalable rating questions in forms. Students can then their large-scale responses, based on a review column or a column that you plan to use
to evaluate their destination/presentation. I prefer later to let the students really understand what they will be priced at. Here's an example of a rating form template to review. This is for all my primary school teacher friends! :)Tily, reading logs are sent home as part of Read 20 minutes a day
of homework type, but digital reading logs can also become part of your 90-minute ELA Block and/or Reading Centers/Stations.Using Google Forms, you can create reading logs that students complete after reading their own or after reading with you during a small group. Reading journals
can provide a quick check-in point for students to enter where they are in a book or excerpt, and they can also be a great way for students to control their own understanding of content. Here's an example of a magazine I created: Digital journal reading This form is broken down into sections
that allow students to choose whether they read fiction or non-fiction and answer questions about their book based specifically on this factor. I seriously love the tools and features in Google Forms! :D Why you're trying to track parents donated snack registrations or students leaving class,
Google Forms makes it easy. With just a few clicks and strokes on your keyboard, you can have a quick form that will register the necessary information in the table for all your data tracking needs. Here's an example for each of these situations: Snack Sign-Up FormClass-Out FormDon't
forget to share ways of using Google Forms in the class in the comments below, and if you use any of the examples in this instructable to make your own Form class please wash it off as I did it. :) How to disable the password login in Windows 10. This is just a quick video to show how your
password can delete in Windows 10.Feel Free to leave a comment and suggestions (e.g. videos that you want me to make). Enjoy! DON'T FORGET TO SUBSCRIBE TO TECHNOLOGY TUTORIALS. Follow me on Twitter: Google Class is one of Google's newest products and it has
received rave reviews from many educators. It's a learning management system that allows you to digitally create and manage assignments, as well as provide feedback to your students. Google Classroom works, in particular, with Google Apps for Education, a set of performance tools
(Drive, Docs, Gmail, etc.) that you can already use in your school. Google Classroom is useful for both beginners and advanced users of Google Apps for Education. It has a simple, easy-to-navigate that appeals to many teachers. If you've already quite adept at using documents and
Google Drive folders to manage student work, you may be surprised to learn that Google Classroom makes the process even easier for you. You. The class has changed significantly since its debut last summer. New features seem to be added all the time, so stay tuned in the future! Watch
this short introductory video from Google and this presentation by Heather Breedlove in order to get to know Google Classroom. Here are four links that you want to keep handy for future links: Go to . Make sure you log in with your Google Apps account for education. If you're using your
personal Google account or are in a school that doesn't use GAFE, you won't be able to use Classroom.You should see your Google Classroom Home. Below is a photo of my homepage with annotations to explain the various features. Click on the q sign to create your first class. Create
one for an existing class or practice for the purposes of this tutorial. Do the following practice sessions. Please note that there are three tabs in the class: Stream, Students and About. These support materials will help you with this step. Choose the About tab. Complete basic information
about your class. Please note that your Google Drive has a folder that will contain files associated with that class. Click on the Students tab and add a student or two (perhaps a colleague who will serve as a guinea pig for this experiment). Make sure to specify what kind of permission you
want these students to have in connection with accommodation and commenting. And/or give the class code that is in the Student, Student, or Colleague tab for practice. This code is also available on the Stream tab. Go to the Stream tab. Share your ad with your class. Notice how you can
attach a file, a Google Drive document, a YouTube video, or a link to another resource. Stay in the Stream tab, create a job layout for this class. Fill in the name, description and give it a deadline. Attach all the resources and assign a task to students in this class. Here's information about
classification and return of jobs. On the Stream tab you should now see your assignments in the left corner under the heading upcoming assignments. Click on one of your assignments. This will lead to a page where you can see the status of students in terms of completing the work. This is
called the student work page. In order for the assignment to be marked as completed, the student will have to turn it into their Google Classroom account. Please note that you can assign scores and scores. Click on the student and you can send them a private comment. If you check a box
next to a student's name, you can send an email to a student or student. If a student has submitted a job, you can inspect it and return it to the student. To see all the student work at the same time, you need to press folder at the top of the Student Work page. This Folder link will be gray
until students have given up on work. Specific student assistance is available here. In here. colleague to invite you to your practice class and create a job for that class. Pretend you're on a mission. If your colleague classes on this assignment and returns it to you. How can we use Google
Classroom in innovative ways? For home professional development materials. To provide digital citizenship curriculum. Management of departmental activities, meetings and projects. How does the Google Classroom experience on iPad differ from the web experience? Any features that
are unique to the app's perspective? Discuss your findings with colleagues and share your preferred method of using Google Classroom. Class. google classroom login instructions for parents. google classroom login instructions pdf. google classroom student login instructions
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